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Avatar Secrets: An Overview!

!

A digital project in form and content, Avatar Secrets explores the complexities of human connection in
the wired world, examining the evolving nature of community, relationships, empathy and
interdependence in the real world — and in the digital frontier.!

!

Avatar Secrets chronicles writer/director Ramona Pringle’s personal journey across borders and
bandwidths in search of love, meaning and community in the 21st century. As she tumbles down the
rabbit hole of the digital realm and ventures into massive online game worlds, Ramona discovers an idea
that changes her life, and the way she sees the world: we’re not addicted to technology, we’re addicted
to each other – to love, empathy, camaraderie, compassion.!

!

By identifying the true allure of the digital world, Ramona starts to uncover the deficits in the real world,
and in turn, wisdom about how we can personally, and perhaps as a society, reconnect and re-engage
in real life in a more profound way. !

!

Developed for the iPad within a multi-layered 2.5D interface, Avatar Secrets combines cinematic liveaction video footage, animated sequences, case studies, and interviews with some of the leading minds
in the wired world.

Avatar Secrets: Plot Synopsis!

!

The story begins in New York City. Ramona Pringle, an interactive producer for PBS, has it all — an
exciting career, fabulous friends and a great boyfriend. But when her mom gets sick, Ramona decides to
pack up her charmed life, and move home. A short time later, she and her boyfriend break up. Back in
her childhood bedroom, Ramona goes online. Venturing into the alluring world of MMOGs (massively
multiplayer online games), Ramona creates her own avatar, Tristanova. In the process of levelling up,
Ramona has discoveries that change her life, and the way she sees the world.

Stunning 2.5D
illustrations,
video footage,
animations
and full
interactivity.

Avatar Secrets: Immersive Media Format!

!

The immersive media format of Avatar Secrets uses an innovative multi-layered 2.5D interface allowing
users to follow an engaging linear story, or guide their own explorations as they travel through an
interactive cinematic experience which bridges the virtual world, the real world, and the space in
between.!

!

Viewers can watch Avatar Secrets the same way they would a traditional documentary film — from start
to finish. Or they can explore further using the touch screen capabilities of the iPad. The story is broken
into 10 self-contained chapters, and layered with over 30 minutes of additional content, including
extended video sequences and expert interview clips.!

!

The user experience borrows from games and interactive graphic novels, and integrates common tablet
user interactions such as screen taps and swipes. The user interface is minimal and interaction is
designed to be easy and intuitive with scrollable scene-by-scene navigation and a how-to tutorial.

“A new breed
of storytelling”
— MASHABLE

!

“Visually
impressive…”
— The GLOSS
“Very
addictive…”
— Douglas
Coupland
(author)

Avatar Secrets: Chapter-by-Chapter Synopsis!

!

Prologue!
A video game may be an unlikely place to discover wisdom about life, love and perseverance… but
sometimes we find what we need in the most unexpected places. The story starts in New York City,
where Ramona Pringle, researcher, professor, and producer, begins examining human connection in our
increasingly “connected” world. She seems to have her life together. She’s got a dream job, fantastic
friends, a great boyfriend… But like an unlucky roll of the dice, everything falls apart. And that’s where the
story begins.!

!

Chapter One: Change — An Unexpected Turn of Events!
When she finds out that her mother has been diagnosed with a life changing illness, Ramona decides to
give up her job and her apartment, and move home to be by her side. A week later, she and her boyfriend
break up. Back in her childhood bedroom, the world feels eerily quiet. Searching for something, Ramona
decides to log into the MMOG World of Warcraft. Hesitant at first about what she’s about to get herself
into, Ramona creates an avatar, Tristanova, a healer — and soon discovers Avatar Secret number one.!

Chapter Two: Courage— The Rites of Initiation!
Ramona logs into the game to venture onto her first quest. She almost quits when she is prompted to
kill a beast. This is not what she signed up for… But she reminds herself that she is on a journey, a
mission, and so she pushes forward into the virtual frontier, to complete her first challenge.!

!

Chapter Three: Camaraderie — Escaping the Silence!
High on the adrenaline of finishing her first quest and levelling up, Ramona pushes deeper into the
game, but quickly comes to see that she can’t keep going on her own. Independent and self-sufficient,
Ramona is frustrated that she can’t finish her second quest on her own – after all this is just a game.
But quitting is not an opinion, and so she decides to enlist the help of a “game guide” and finds Brent
George. Brent creates a new avatar names Caethis – a warrior – to be the perfect match for Tristanova,
and the two begin playing as a team.!

!

Chapter Four: Reciprocity — Superheroes, Trolls, Allies and Enemies!
Ramona and Brent — or rather, Tristanova and Caethis — begin playing together every night,
completing quests and levelling up. When Ramona logs into the game, she sees Caethis in the middle
of a battle, desperate for her help. As she moves to his rescue, the other players start taunting her and
jeering at her, and Ramona experiences first hand the dark side of being a woman in the game world.!

!

Chapter Five: Perception — What is Real, What is Virtual?!
Back in New York, Ramona feels the pull of nostalgia, and against her better judgment, she calls Blake,
her ex-boyfriend. For a moment it seems perfect…. But it’s not real.!

!

Chapter Six: Identity — Preparing for Battle!
In real life, Ramona heads to California, for Blizzcon, the massive annual gaming convention, and
interviews countless players who have formed profound connections in the online world. As one woman
talks about her guild – her gaming community – she says, “I celebrate when they have new babies, and
I mourn with them when something bad happens.” Inside the game, Caethis takes Tristanova to the
armoury to get her new gear for the battle ahead…. But that’s not his only surprise.!

!

Chapter Seven: Community — This is a Multiplayer Game!
Tristanova and Caethis portal into a new zone in the game, where the quests are so challenging that it
takes a larger team to complete them. This is Ramona’s opportunity to test herself, and to see how far
she’s come… and she is ready, or so she thinks.!

!

Chapter Eight: Perseverance — The Challenge of Levelling Up!
Ramona receives a surprising text message that makes her question what is real… and she questions
whether or not she wants to continue on her virtual quest.!

!

Chapter Nine: Empath — Becoming a Super Hero!
On her own again, Tristanova is focused on getting to the end of the game. She is strong, confident and
capable, but as she progresses through the game, she comes across another player, struggling in
battle. Tristanova has two options: keep venturing towards her goal – which is now so close – or stop
and help. How does she want to play the game?

Chapter Ten: The Hybrid Reality — The Final Quest!
Just one level shy of reaching her goal in the game, Tristanova is faced with a moral dilemma: Her final
quest is a lot like the fist one, and she knows she is capable of completing it and levelling up. But this
time as she ventures into the forest, the wounded earth resembles a battle scene. This isn’t how she
wants to remember her journey… she needs to find the good.

Avatar Secrets: The Experts!

!

Featuring Vint Cerf (Google’s Chief Internet Evangelist and the inventor of the Internet), Tiffany Shlain
(founder of the Webby Awards), Jessica Hammer (Mellon Interdisciplinary Graduate Research Fellow at
Columbia University), Stephen Gillett (COO, Symantec), John Hagel (Co-Chairman, The Deloitte Center
for the Edge), Eric Zimmerman (Director, NYU Game Center), Nathan Jurgenson (sociologist,
researcher at Snapchat), Berry Wellman (Director, NetLab), Erin Reilly (Creative Director, Annenberg
Innovation Lab at USC), Jesse Hirsh (Internet strategist and broadcaster), John Seely Brown (CoChairman, The Deloitte Center for the Edge), Dr. Sue Johnson (clinical psychologist, author) and others.

As seen in The New York Times
and at major documentary, film
and interactive events such as:
SXSW, NXNE, The World Future
Society, TEDx, Power to the
Pixel, TFI Interactive (part of the
Tribeca Film Festival), i-docs,
MIPDOC and HotDocs Film
Festival.

Avatar Secrets: Director’s Statement!

!
In our fast paced digital world, it seems that the only thing that is truly guaranteed, is change. !
!

Change can be scary. But it can also be empowering. With the Internet, we are all explorers in a new
frontier, nomads crossing the horizon. With that, comes the responsibility to make this new world into a
place that we want to inhabit.!

!

In graduate school at NYU, I had the good fortune of studying under the late Red Burns, a pioneer in
interactive arts. She instilled in her students the need to create technologies that would empower
people. It was a philosophy for creating new tools, but also a way of seeing the world: with empathy and
compassion.!

When I first started covering gaming conventions, I saw that manifest. These events were the one time
of the year when people would meet up with their “guild mates,” the community they spent the rest of
the year playing with online. They would tell me stories of mourning when someone else had a loss, of
celebrating births, helping each other’s kids write their college admission papers, and falling in love.
This wasn’t isolation. This was community, something we’re all seeking… just a new form of it. !

!

We hear often that we are addicted to technology – and that technology is making us lonely. We see
people around us gazing into glowing screens, and that image confirms our worst fears: That these
digital tools are isolating us. !

!

But are they? Or, is technology merely a scapegoat for a pattern of isolation that’s been growing for
decades?!

!

For generations now, we’ve seen in the west, a push towards a culture of every-man-for-himself. We’ve
been pushed to be independent and self-sufficient. The question needs to be asked: is it sustainable?
And it is making us happy? !

!

Deep down, we know we are stronger together. As Dr. Sue Johnson reiterates, “We feel stronger
knowing that there is someone who has our backs.” Research has shown that with the rise of the
Internet — when people found they could live anywhere and still connect — we saw record numbers
moving into cities. Given the freedom to be anywhere, it turns out, people want to be together. !

!
What does it all mean, and what can we do? !
!

Our technologies aren’t inherently good, or bad. As Vint Cerf – one of the founding fathers of the
Internet says, ‘technologies mirror our lives’. They reflect the human condition. And as we well know
humans can be good, bad and everything in between. We can’t blame technology for the problems we
see in the world. After all, we create these tools. But, we can learn from their reflections of our
behaviours, and our needs. !

!
!

Right now, we are shaping the technologies that we will live with for generations to come, and we have
the opportunity – and the obligation – to shape those tools in a way that enhances our lives, enriches
our communities, and empowers us to be our best selves. We have a responsibility to shape our
technologies, and not let them shape us.!

!

What I learned from my avatar on this unexpected journey of mine, is that the addictive allure of
connective technologies, multiplayer games, and social media, can reveal to us what we are looking
for, what we’re longing for. How do we learn from that, and create not only technologies that foster
community, but a real world that rewards empathy, camaraderie, and trust? That is the challenge that
each one of us is faced with, in our ongoing quests.!

!

I hope you enjoy Avatar Secrets… and your own journey.

Avatar Secrets: Filmmakers Biographies!

!

RAMONA PRINGLE!
Writer/Director/Interactive Producer!

!

Ramona Pringle is an interactive director and producer. She specializes
in digital multi-platform production and has developed and produced work
for CBC, TVO, CTV and PBS where she worked as interactive producer
on Frontline’s Digital Nation.!

!

A faculty member in narrative and digital media at Ryerson University’s
RTA School of Media, she is also a founding member of Ryerson
University’s RTA Transmedia Centre.!

!

As a video artist, Ramona has produced several installations including
her master’s thesis Paranoia, exploring emotional perception in the
interactive cinematic experience, and rdigitaLIVE, a live documentary
remix presented at Nuit Blanche Toronto. Installations produced in
collaboration with the PeakMedia Collective have been exhibited at the New York Hall of Science,
Sherway Gardens and Casino Niagara.!

!

She is also the editor-in-chief of rdigitaLIFE, a blog exploring the relationship between people and
technology, and is a guest digital media expert for CTV News, TVO and other media outlets. Her
hosting work includes CBC’s daily pop culture show The X, and the webcast of Idea City. She has
presented at events including Social Media Week, SXSW, TEDx and Ignite.!

!

As an actress, Ramona has appeared alongside some of Hollywood’s top stars on such films as
Shoot’em Up and Cinderella Man.!

!

Ramona has a Master’s Degree from NYU’s Interactive Telecommunications Program, and a BFA
Honours Degree in Film & Video from York University.!

!

In 2013, she was named one of the “10 To Watch” by entertainment trade publication, Playback.
Avatar Secrets is her first feature-length interactive documentary. !

MICHAELE JORDANA!
Creative Director, Co-Producer!

!

Michaele Jordana is a Canadian artist, media designer and futurist whose multi-platform work explores
the convergence of painting, photography, performance art, music, video and digital media.!

!

Her monumental photorealist paintings of mythical whales are in the collections of The National Gallery
of Canada, Art Bank and Rogers Media. Theatrical performance art – inspired by the time she spent in
the Canadian Arctic – marked the beginning of Michaele’s use of multiple media and persona in her
work, which evolved to encompass environmental installations, new wave music and digital media.!

!

She is widely known as the charismatic singer who won a CASBY Award and a Juno nomination
fronting her award-winning band, The Poles. Named after her journey to The North Pole, The Poles
frequently performed at the iconoclastic New York music club CBGB.!

!

Her subsequent pioneering use of assistive technology and art with autistic and down syndrome
students was the subject of PeakMedia’s television documentaries Moving with The Light and the
award-winning Face to Face.!

!

Michaele’s interactive design for the web began early with Artists in Electronic Residence, the first
online art school in Canada. As a founder of PeakMedia Collective, Michaele produced massive public
art installations including ‘Winter Sky’, an immersive video ceiling fresco which transformed the footballfield-size vaulted canopy of Sherway Gardens into a spectacle of winter skies; and The Media Tree, a
site-specific, 96 screen, three-story media tower for Casino Niagara.!

!

Her latest exhibition of large-scale digital photo-paintings, Cyborg: The Human Condition, continues her
exploration into persona and her use of alternative realities as tools for narrative, to evoke the
primordial origins of the human species as we continue our evolution into cyberspace!

!
!

OLNEY ATWELL!
Animation Director, GFX, Title Artist!

!

Olney Atwell is a graphic designer, motion graphics artist and animator, specializing in compositing and
2.5D animation. Her work spans all platforms from mobile to web and broadcast to film. Olney has
produced animation, titles and graphics packages for major US broadcasters including NBC, Discovery
Channel and Adult Swim. She was a producer of F5, the international media and design conference,
and in 2012, she formed Darkred Studios in Los Angeles, California.!

!

She has collaborated with Ramona Pringle Productions on projects including the alternate reality game
“soap” Social Life, The Real Lives of Avatars, Winter Sky, The Mystery of San Nicandro and now
Avatar Secrets.

MICHAEL DERRAH!
Storyboard Artist, Illustrator!

!

Michael Derrah is an award-winning Toronto-based story and design illustrator. A jack-of-alltrades creatively, Michael has worked as an animator, painter, illustrator, editor, director, game
designer and writer.!

!

Michael’s artistic ambitions began at a young age. He started writing and drawing his own
comic books at the age of eleven. At fourteen, he was creating his own video game
modifications with original art and map designs. His interests lead to a career in the video
game industry. For half a decade he was employed by independent studios as an animator
and designer. Having graduated from Sheridan College with a B.A. in Animation in 2010,
Michael began a new career as a professional storyboard artist. As art director for multiple
award-winning projects, Michael has built up an impressive body of work.!

!

A true die hard, Michael uses his little free time to write and illustrate his own comic book
series. Additionally, he is also learning about cameras and script writing while developing his
first short film. His other interests include: scuba diving, Muay Thai, veggie smoothies and fine
Bourbon.!

!
!

LISA LIGHTBOURN-LAY!
Cinematographer!

!

Lisa is an award winning documentary producer/director, editor and DOP with over 20 years
experience working in live television, web and documentary production. As an independent
documentary filmmaker her passion lies in telling stories that effect social change and give
focus to issues and people that strive to make a difference.!

!

Her most recent film, One With the Herd, won best documentary at the 2012 Great Lakes Film
Festival.!

!

Recent television credits include segment producer/editor of the 26 episode lifestyle list show,
Downright Domestic, seen across Canada, the U.S. and international markets. Lisa has
worked on a variety of television show including Fashion Television, Canada’s Next Top Model,
#Trending and A Date With both airing on MuchMusic.!

!
!

MARK PAVLIDIS!
Technical Development!

!

Mark Pavlidis is a maker, software developer, and entrepreneur. He is a co-founder and VP
Technology at Flixel Photos Inc. Prior to Flixel, he developed iOS apps for several notable
startups. Mark holds a B.Eng.Mgt. and M.A.Sc. in Software Engineering.

!
!
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Music!
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Chapter One— The Other Side by Hagai Satria!
!
Chapter Two — Absolute Zero by Hagai Satria!
!
Chapter Three— Hand of Sorrow by Hagai Satria!
!
Chapter Four— Nova Delphini, Avatar Secrets Remix by Tim Celement!
!
Chapter Five— Into the Sorrow by Hagai Satria!
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Chapter Six— Good Life by Hagai Satria!
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Chapter Seven— Absolute Zero by Good Life by Hagai Satria!
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Chapter Eight— December Angel performed by Syrinx,!
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!
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Chapter Nine— Dark Valley by Hagai Satria!

!
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